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students, adult education classes, and die gcnuinely general reader—so
more die pity diät it offers no list of further readings to compensate for •
negative virtue of footnotelessness.

CHURCHILL: THE WALK WITH DESTINY. Compiled and designed
H. TATLOCK MILLER and LOUDON SAINTHILL. \Hutchinson. 2561
45s.]

THIS is a curious book, which in the year A.D. 3920, if a copy survives u
dien, will be more interesting to someone—if anyone survives until die
dian perhaps it can be to anyone in A.D. 1960. It teils die life of Sir Wi
Churchill in photographs. It begins widi a photograph of die bald, bu
man of destiny, after he has fulfilled his destiny, by Karsh of Ottav
It continues widi a truly terrible coloured photograph by Karsh of Ottavi
We remain for some time in diis atmosphere of highfalutin' photograr,1
sentlmentality. As soon äs die Compilers leave it and get down to
graphs of ChurchüTs childhood and youth, beginning with a really chanr
photograph of a Piccadilly omnibus in 1865, it becomes quite interesti
In die middle of the book diere are some remarkable photographs,
end in die atmosphere widi which we began.

SIGMUND FREUD'S MISSION. By ERICH FROMM.
120 pp. 12s. 6d.]

[Allen and Ununtä

" GREAT fleas," we have been told, " have litde fleas upon dieir backs to DU^
"em," and great psychoanalysts have litde psychoanalysts upon dieir books
to bite 'em. Mr. Fromm bites and bites, not only Freud, but his biographet
Ernest Jones, but it must be remembered—to change die metaphor—diät in
anodier famous case " die man recovered from die bite, die dog it was diät
died." Mr. Fromm more dian once asseverates diät Freud was a great man,
" one of die great men and pathfinders of die human race," but almost*
everydiing which he says about Freud in between seems to prove the
oppMite. He succeeds in making Freud out to be a smallminded, narrow-*
fenis&d, unpleasant litde man, by never giving him or his biographer the|
feenefit of any doubt. His book dierefore leaves one widi a nasty taste in thej
saooth. This is a pity because it might have been a very interesting book.
Therfr is a basis of important truth in Mr. Fromm's contention, namely, diät"
Freud was unaware himself of how much his dieory and practice were '
^fetsemined by his unconscious. An objective analysis of Freud and of
Freudfs analysis would be valuable. The trouble widi Mr. Fromm is diät'
Ms -aöBlysis never seems to be objective.
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